
I n 2002, the Pittston-Dewitt branch of
the PRR (N-Scale, Nov./Dec. 2006)
was fairly complete, but I wasn’t

happy with it. While reliable, it was just
too complicated for operation. The DC
block system was confusing, even to me
after nine years.

My wife Jeanne and I decided to do
some “minor” remodeling. She suggested
that the unfinished train room would
work better as an exercise/general
hobby room, and that I could split off
one stall of a three-stall garage for a new
train room.

It took me an N scale nanosecond to
agree. A new 23' x 11' train room would
allow me to design a bone-simple layout.
I could buy all new track, in this case
Atlas Code 55. I could take advantage of
new technology, such as DCC, and I
could expand my roster of engines and
rolling stock with the newer, far superior
N scale offerings.

I could also get away from my two
cats. Sharing a room with cats is not
good. I learned, 30 years ago, that shar-
ing a train room with a woodworking
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Photo 1 (Top) I was hoping I’d get to ride the 2-6-6-2 for this tour, but she’s on yard lead 2; the coal
hoppers are on yard lead 1, and can either head into the yard, or crossover onto the main. I’ll get to
ride in the F-3s for this tour. It’s on the main. Yard lead 1 extends back a good 40', so I can store a
number of incoming trains on it. Yard lead 2 can easily store one 60-car train, which is about the
maximum for the rulling grades.

Photo 2 (Above) While we’re waiting for our coal drag to get clearance to proceed through
Portsmouth, we grabbed this shot of a Bachmann 2-6-6-2, and the Walthers’ indexed turntable.
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shop was also not good, but at least my
radial arm saw didn’t eat my trees, or
pounce on the layout to devour an
engine about the size of a mouse.

The Proto-Lance Fiction
I’m not a railroad historian. I’m a

modeler who admires the little jewels of
engineering produced by N scale manu-
facturers. N scale trains allowed me to
model a big world, usually in a single
stall of a garage. As I got better in 35
years of modeling, I started adding
details and paying more attention to
what a real railroad would do. With the
purchase of a digital SLR, I started pay-
ing much more attention to my model-
ing, as a high-resolution image shows
every flaw magnified without mercy.
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Photo 3 (Right) Twenty years ago, I put three
Heljan roundhouse kits together. One of the
kits came without the roof pieces, so I imagi-
neered a new configuration, and lengthened
two stalls. When four Life-Like Mallets arrived, I
scratchbuilt a four-stall home out of cardstock
and photo paper.

Photo 4 (Lower Right) Past the turntable are
four entry/exit tracks, with a Con-Cor 2-10-2
waiting to load up on coal and water. There are
removable trees here, so I can get good cam-
era angles. The long side of the roundhouse
comes from a photo of two windows I took
many years ago in New England. I multiplied
them with Photoshop, and printed the result on
photo paper. The coaling tower is from N-Scale
Architects’ Somersville Junction kit.

Track Plan First Level
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I had a large collection of Pennsylvania
railroad equipment from the last railroad,
so the PRR was an obvious choice.
When I started in N scale in 1972, I had
a choice: Santa Fe or PRR. I knew more
about eastern topography, so I chose
PRR. Besides, my older brother had dibs
on all the Santa Fe equipment.

I started designing a new road that
would represent the mid-Atlantic part of

the PRR. It would go from a harbor
someplace to a mountain someplace,
somewhere in the 1950s.

That was the entirety of my fiction.
Over the years, design concepts evolved,
and you can follow the railroad, as it
twists and turns up through multiple lev-
els, to see how it evolved into the
Portsmouth Branch of the PRR.

Sure, it’s proto-lance, but it’s a blast!

Design Concept
I knew nothing of nolixes when I start-

ed designing this road in early 2002. I
knew of helixes to get from level to level,
but that design element, to me, took up
too much space. Since I had long walls,
wouldn’t it be easier just to have a steady
grade up the long walls?

I had a good computer-aided-design
package. Since my previous layout had a
duck-under entrance, that was certainly
not an option. I decided I’d start my lay-
out on the right-hand side of the entry
door, run it along all four walls until it
ran into the left-hand side of the door,
and then turn it around and start over.

Photo 5 (Left) The steam servicing facilities
are busy this morning. The larger water tank
was built from a few round scoops, a piece of
pipe, and a few parts from the scrap bin. In the
background is the diesel yard, along with a sko-
rtched “Alco Turbo Works.” Alco turbos were
known for sizable backfires. That’s the Valle
Grande caldera of New Mexico on the backdrop;
it serves for New England quite well.

Photo 6 (Below Left) Looking back on the
steam servicing area, we see the two center
tracks are the primary outbound routes, while
the leftmost track can serve outbound traffic
on busy mornings.

Photo 7 (Below) This diesel facility is tucked
into a back corner. The F-7s on the right have
Life-Like GP-20 mechanisms under the shells. To
the left, that’s one of two very long switching
leads for the main yard. I can pull more than 30
cars onto either switching lead.

Photo 8 (Left) We’re on the main on the right
side of the image,swinging through J-Town
here, making a 90-degree turn past the main
yard and West Harbor. We’re just about to dis-
appear behind a flophouse. The V1000 is
working one of the two service tracks for the
north end of the harbor. 
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I discovered nolixes by myself. I also
discovered their problems when I had to
turn them around for a no-duck-under
entrance to the train room. I got into sit-
uations that I describe now as “bumping
into the sky.” Once I started turning my
track back from the entry door, instead
of continuing across it, which would
require a duck-, stoop-, or crawl-under, I
created places where the vertical space
between decks continuously converges.
Tunnels through mountains can disguise
this; I found one other solution.

I ended up with a multi-deck layout
with 650' of mainline run, 300' of yards
and siding, and 87 switches. Where the
decks were shallow, 12" wide (and later

17"), as along the west wall, I designed
three decks. The decks were supposed to
be at 30", 45", and 60".

Where the decks were wide, such as
40" for a turnaround loop, I eliminated
the middle deck. 15" of vertical spacing
was simply too little for that depth. So the
east and north walls are only two decks.
The fourth wall to the south also has two
visible decks, with hidden climbing tracks
behind the fascia.

This sounds complicated, but it’s noth-
ing more than a long folded dogbone.
What looks like a double-track main is the

opposite sides of a very long, convoluted
loop. The drawing package I used,
Canvas, easily calculated track elevations,
even around curves. Because yards, har-
bors and bridges have to be level, and the
front edges should be at least parallel for
best appearance, grades climbed to 2.5%,
steeper than I wanted, but acceptable. All
but one climb occur on the back edges of
the decks, against the walls.

My minimum radius was 18", although
a few industrial sidings may violate that
standard. Wherever possible, I used
broad, sweeping curves.
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Photo 9 (Above) We just catch our coal train
passing behind J-Town. In the foreground, the
bow of a small coastal freighter, 350' long and
perhaps 3,000 tons, looms over the dock.
This is one of the ships you often see on eBay,
but heavily modified. J-Town is the red light dis-
trict, and a number of ladies are conducting
their business while a cop turns his back and
studiously ignores them. Mick O’Nolen claims
his dance floor is built timbers from the USS
Constitution –- I think I ran into this claim
someplace in Charlestown, a part of Boston.

Photo 10 (Top Right) After clearing J-Town,
our coal train heads south along the western
side of the bay. It passes a battered, decom-
misioned YMS-class minesweeper about to be
broken up. Actually, this ship was badly dam-
aged when I fell through the East Bay Harbor.
This bent the mast, stove in the port gun-
whales, and destroyed a lot of the smaller
details. The 3-inch gun at the bow was
scratchbuilt, along with most everything else
on the boat, besides a few ventilators and
bitts. It’s a built-up styrene hull – what a pain!
– and mostly toothpicks, copper tubing, and
wire. The railing is Gold Medal Models, from
the Yamato 1/200 set. I like it because it’s
delicate compared to the styrene alternatives.

Photo 11 We’re poking along here at about 25 MPH. There’s no need to accelerate, as we’ll soon
have to slow to 10 MPH to cross The Portsmouth Bay Lift Bridge. To the right of this image is the
fast freighter Rachel Cristianne. To the left is the main yard. One of the challenges of model rail-
road photography is getting down low. This was taken with A Nikon D70 with a 12-20mm zoom,
sitting on the tracks. The center of the lens, and thus the center of the image, is still too high. Rich
Yourstone shoots with mirrors; I’ll have to explore that.

The track to the right is the lead to the service tracks for this side of the harbor. At the lower
right are boats, distressed and abandoned, and ready for the scrapyard.
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Construction
The garage was finished and insulated

when I started. I split the garage in a
weekend, installed my best lighting
design, painted the floor with an epoxy
paint, and put in a through-the-wall heat
pump. So the new room was ready.

I experimented with different construc-
tion methods. The roundhouse and
engine facilities were built on a hollow
core door, with a 6" extension of solid
pine along one edge. The west wall has
three decks built from Closet Maid wire
racks with 1" thick foam board as the
road bed. I will not recommend this
method. The biggest problem was

attaching the foam to the racks. After
experiments with a number of glues, I
resorted to U shaped pieces of bailing
wire plunged though the foam and then
twisted around a wire. Inelegant, to be
sure, but it worked.

A second problem came to light later.
While the racks can support a sizeable
load, they are much more flexible than
wooden L-girders or plywood on a
frame. I decided to plunge ahead and
hope for the best.

On the opposite long wall, I had two
36" high base cabinets about 7' long, and
our old dining room table. I had built the
cabinets perhaps fifteen years earlier to

store our children’s toys, and the dining
room table about 30 years ago. On top of
these I made a boxy structure, using foam
board just like plywood.

Hmm, why am I getting so high here?
As always, I’d made a number of goofs.
Yes, I’d built the roundhouse area 30" off
the floor, but on top of the 4" curb at
that end of the room. So my yard was
also 4" too high. That put my top deck at
64", fine for me, but over my wife’s head.

I’d also built the Allston-Brighton
grade wrong, which added another inch
to the height and increased the grade
into Boston to almost three percent.

I stopped construction at the High
Bridges and began laying flex track on
cork roadbed, using glue and pins for
both. All switches on this level except
one were close enough for manual
throws. With a lot of length to work
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Photo 13 (Bottom Left) A helicopter shot is one
way to get a train into the shot. The bigger cut-
ter is the 230-foot Acushnet, retired this summer
of 2006 after more than 60 years of service.
The smaller cutter is a 131-foot Active-class, the
McLean. These lasted well into the 1980’s, with
more than 40 years of service. All of the build-
ings, except top right and bottom left, were
scratchbuilt. I didn’t bother drawing plans for
them. I just got some styrene and matte board
and started cutting. The tower had radios and
radars which were damaged this summer when I
fell, as were the two cutters. So they are in for
repairs – how’s that? Even though they are small,
they’re pretty sturdy models. Both hulls are birch,
which I carve with big power tools.

Photo 14 (Below) That’s our coal train entering
the bridge in the background. The lighthouse is
a ceramic model that I bought in Newport, RI, in
2004. Newport’s a pricey place, but I paid
about $11 for it. It’s a model of an actual East
Coast lighthouse. I think there are about 20 of
them. Some of them are a little larger in scale,
but this one, and one other I bought, are pretty
close to N scale.

Photo 12 The weather is closing in rapidly as we pass the Naomi Beth on the left. I’ve named my
ships after my four daughters. It’s the first big ship I tried to model in N scale, and recently went
through a complete remodeling. That’s Homer, Alaska in the background. I had to get up a little high-
er than I wanted to crop the next deck out of the picture, and to show some of the detail on the
ship. The long leads to the docks are a convenient place to store extra motive power, such as the
PA’s shown here.
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with, I did very little track cutting; if I had
to move a switch a few inches one way
or the other to avoid cutting track, I sim-
ply did it. When the glue was dry, I
added electrical feeders and flipped the
door or panel over to complete the
wiring. I should have ballasted the track
at the same time, but I was anxious to
get running. The three subsequent turn-
around loops were built, and ballasted on
the kitchen table.

Track laying went quickly. I took a lot
of care in the main yard, but the long
straight-aways and curves went down in a
few nights. I ran the main electrical

busses along with the track, so I could
continuously check both track and wiring.
That way, I always knew it was the last
connection that caused the short. Wires
were color-coded, but I still made mis-
takes because power and ground flip-flop
a number of times because of the design.

Bridges over the Harbor Entrance
Long-span bridges had always been

part of the design. Of the three from the
previous layout, only one was correct for
mainline duty, the New Arch bridge,
which is loosely based on one span of
the Eads Bridge in St. Louis. I’d built the

Big Warrior bridge from a magazine arti-
cle in the late 70s. While I beefed it up a
bit, it was still too light for 1950s loads.
The Pennsy Twin bridge was a double-
tracked and stretched version of the Big
Warrior. I knew that adding sections to a
bridge was a huge engineering no-no, but
years ago, I needed a bridge in a hurry,
and had my Big Warrior construction
drawings. So it would become a highway
bridge over parts of Boston.

I needed two or three new bridges. I
visited Cape Cod, MA, that summer and
remembered the railroad lift bridge in
Buzzards Bay. I spent about an hour
photographing it from every angle I
could get, found one critical dimension,
the lift span, and was able to scale the
rest from that.
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Photo 15 (Top Left) Our train has entered the
bridge. The bridges are built from styrene parts,
wire, thread, paper and wood. The bottom lift
bridge is a 2⁄3rds N scale version of the lift bridge
on Cape Cod. A full version was just too big for
this scene. I’ve made it double-tracked. The pro-
totype is a single track, so the lift span is only
400', rather than 600'. The prototype would
have overpowered the harbor entrance.

Photo 16 (Above) As we exit the bridge, we
can see a railroad wharf with two tracks. A car
ferry will stop here in the future. Or perhaps it
did in the past?  On a big layout, you have plenty
of time to decide on scenarios.

Photo 17 (Left) Just after we clear the bridge,
a coal drag headed by a Baldwin Shark ABBA
consist crosses in the other direction. Coal
drag crossings, while seemingly nonsensical at
first, occur all the time due to contracts, coal
type, and other considerations. Our battered
minesweeper risks a citation for getting too
close to the bridge as it maneuvers into the
East Harbor Navy Base.
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Photo 19 (Above) Always experimenting, I cut the hulls for these
two Navy harbor tugs out of Styrofaom foam board. This was not
wise and not recommended, as solvents eat extruded styrenes. Yes,
that’s a B&M AB consist pulling PRR cars. On my 1956 railroad, the
PRR had acquired New England roads to gain access to the north.

Photo 20 (Left) This is the Main Street in
Allston-Brighton. Yes, there is a Boston & Maine
FT set leaving the passenger station above
East Harbor. That’s a model of the Big Warrior
bridge (in Kalmbach’s bridge book). I built it
when it first came out in the magazine in the
70s. The Ho-Jo’s was kitbashed from
Bachmann’s single-story Passenger Station.

Photo 21 (Bottom Left) This is a long 2.75%
grade around about a 24" radius curve. As you
can see, Jeanne loves flowers, and has hand-
painted the gardens. In the background at the
right is the bridge we came over. At the very
top right are the High Bridges, which is where
we are going.

Photo 22 (Below) Past the church we can look
down Second Ave. That’s the linear accelerator
taking up most of the background. As we get
over there, you’ll see why this was a good
option for that spot. I used matte board for
streets. I’d recommend stryene, as matte board
curls at the slightest touch of moisture.

Photo 18 Here you see, from foreground to background, a 137-foot wooden-
hulled minesweeper, a 240-foot subchaser, a 343-foot Benson-class destroyer,
and a T-2 tanker.
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Back home, I decided to double-track
the bridge. I made it much heavier than
the prototype. It’s not a good practice,
but I wanted to replace the temporary
planks across the harbor quickly, and
simply wasn’t up to more than one
bridge at this crossing.

My version is really at 1:240 scale, or
two-thirds N scale. I had to reduce the size
because an N scale version was simply too
dominant. I realized I was also dropping
the clearance under the raised bridge by
one third, from 135' to 90'. I could live
with the compromises. I built it in three
sections, so I could motorize the span in
the future. For now, that just required too
much precision in locating the towers.

The second new bridge is a model of
one of the feeder bridges for the DelMar
lift bridge. Why this bridge? Not only was
it the correct length, I found a straight-on
photo of it, with a convenient measuring
stick, a loco of known dimensions. The
unmodeled lift section is, I believe, nearly
identical to the Cape Cod lift section.

A Ship and a Harbor
The previous layout had a small, incor-

rect ship that I imagineered and might
have spent a few hours building with
balsa and paper. I went looking for some-
thing larger and found little in N scale,
and even less in my era. I wanted a
freighter of moderate size; let’s say about
the size of a mahogany plank I’d been
saving for 30 years for the “right” project.

The plank was 450 scale feet long and
60 scale feet across (34" x 4-1⁄2").

Off to the Web! I’d been out of ship
modeling more than 40 years. How
about a World War II Liberty ship? I
nearly fell out of my chair when I saw
the dimensions, 453' x 57' in beam!
Liberty ships were classified as C-2

(cargo, medium) and were based on an
1897 design. I spent many hours search-
ing for C-2 plans, and finally just scaled
the dimensions off a nice photo.

I carved a hull (I re-carved it later), fig-
ured out how to attach gunwhales and
flare the bow, and had a presentable C-2
freighter in a few days.
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Photo 25 Here we’ve swung around about 90-degrees. This is the view up Milk Street to Washinton
Street. Jeanne built and detailed the diner and Gulf Station. These last two shots are only an approxima-
tion of the shopping district, with some familiar names like Filene’s, Jordan Marsh and the Orpheum
Theater. Most streets in Boston are one way; I’d forgotten that when I put down the center stripe. Most
of the smaller shops are named for family or friends

The sky is Photoshopped in; otherwise, you’d be looking at the bottom of the second deck. I had to
shoot this at f/22 at 12mm, and experienced some barrel distortion that I couldn’t correct. This is the
first image when it was apparent. I correct the perspective on these photos by using the “Skew” com-
mand, which is a bit more flexible than the “Perspective” command. Skew allows me to correct each
side of the image individually, while Perspective corrects both sides equally. The “Spherize” command,
used to correct barrel distortion, didn’t work here, as the distortion was not regular.

Photo 24 This is the view down Washington Street, taken from an over-
pass. Our coal train is directly below us. That’s the Pennsy Twin bridge
from the old layout. It’s a double-tracked, extended version of the Big
Warrior. Extending bridges, by adding sections, is a no-no in the real world.
I knew that when I built this, but needed a double-tracked bridge in a hurry,
and had already converted the Big Warrior to N-scale.

Photo 23 We are entering the outskirts of Boston. The trees make photog-
raphy problematical, so most can be removed. That long, gray-brown, low
building without many windows, is my approximation of the old Boston
Garden. It was so surrounded by other buildings and the elevated raillines
that I just imagineered it. What a dump! But it was also the train station for
lines north, hence North Station.
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Foam Core Extensions
Now, where to put it? Concurrently,

I’d been thinking that the aisles were
wider than needed, and that the upper
decks could be widened without creating
dark holes. But how would I attach the
expansion to the wire shelves?

I’d been doing a lot of posterboard pre-
sentations for technical conferences, so I
had a pile of 1⁄4" thick foam core.
Remembering the old 3-4-5 rule – if the
rectilinear sides of a triangle are 3 and 4,
then the hypotenuse is 5 – I quickly envi-
sioned a 3-3⁄4" x 5" x 6-1⁄4" triangular
extension. I glued the 3-3⁄4" pieces to the
foamboard and stitched baling wire
through the foam core around the wires.
Then I glued foam core triangles every 6"
to this new backboard. I glued the 5" top
and 6-1⁄4" slanted bottom to the triangles.

This construction ended up very strong.

While I had a pointed fascia, actually
none at all, the slant at the bottom cut off
very little light.

A Parade of Ships
Now I had a 16' long harbor with one

lonely ship, but I was hooked. Over the
next four years, I built two more
freighters and a tanker. Then I shifted to
Navy ships: World War II destroyer, sub-
chaser, minesweeper, and two harbor
tugs. I also built two Coast Guard cut-
ters. I recently purchased two civilian
tugs, and heavily modified a purchased
coastal freighter.

On each ship, I experimented with dif-
ferent techniques, such as carved wooden
hulls and built-up styrene hulls. I got
much more sophisticated about hull terms
such as sweep, camber and tumblehome;
and also about deck fittings and rigging.

So some of the earlier ships have gone
back to the shipyards for refitting.

Backdrops
I also experimented with backdrops. I

started with two commercially printed 8'
x 1' scenes. The first, shown prominently
on the Pittston-Dewitt, was scanned from
a 4" x 6" print of the San Juan moun-
tains in southwestern Colorado. I blew it
up to 8' wide, stretched it to round off
the mountains, and Photoshopped out
the ski lodges.

I learned from this backdrop, I could
change the mountains dramatically by
changing the angle from which I pho-
tographed it. Straight on, I had gentle,
rolling mountains in a late afternoon
sun. Shot from an angle, I got jagged
peaks that looked very stormy. It was a
delightful surprise.
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Photo 26 (Top Left) A maintenance crew
repairs the crossing lights at Ames Corner,
named for Jeanne’s maternal grandad, who had
a tailor and men’s clothing store in Boston for
many decades. I’m gradually replacing the print-
ed paper skyscrapers with 3D models like the
one our train is passing under. This was a kit-
bash from the roofs of the Bachmann Car
Repair sheds. This is the other end of
Washington Street.

Photo 27 (Above) Past Ames Corner is the
turn past Phillie’s Tavern, a great place for a
beer and perhaps playing a few numbers.
Here we start another long climb up to the
high bridges.

Photo 28 (Left) After our coal train goes by,
we catch a new GP-9 on the lead to the
Washington Street sidings. Jeanne built the
Newbury Park buildings, including scratchbuild-
ing the interiors. If you look closely, there are
counters, book shelves, and people inside
almost every building.
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The second photo backdrop was
painstakingly stitched together from seven
Nikon DSLR images of the harbor in
Homer, Alaska. The resolution is very
crisp, as the panorama measures some
20,000 x 2000 pixels, and the file size,
with adjustment layers, was over 200 Mb.

I learned from this backdrop that fine
resolution is not always best for model
photography. In nature, the atmosphere
blurs and makes bluer details in the dis-
tance. So my Colorado backdrop was
more convincing in model photos than
my Homer backdrop.

Commercial prints were costing about
$8 per square foot, mounted on foam
core, and I had a lot of square feet left. So
I decided to print some of my own. My
printer can handle 13" x 19" sheets (or
13" x 44" rolls that are never available).
So I went out to the Jemez mountains,
just northwest of Albuquerque, and shot
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Photo 30 This was my solution to one of the problems of a nolix that does not circle a room, but loops back a number of times. This causes the
decks to converge on each other (vertically) in some locations. I could have put a tunnel here, but Murphy’s Law made me leery. Instead, I built the
housing for an 8' long linear accelerator. At the right end, it plunges into the mountains. I felt this would distract the viewer’s eyes. Our train is on the back
wall of the east side. I designed the nolix so that all climbs would be on the back wall. At the end of this climb, we’ll be at the High Bridges, and the
entrance to the second deck.

Photo 29 We’re now on the 2.5% upgrade to the high bridges. The rock cliff beneath the lead engine
is simply a photo of a cliff in Alaska. The station is also just printed paper, with the doors cut in. The
doors are from Bachmann’s Car Shed kit.
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two panoramas. I printed them on thin
“photo-quality” paper, rather than on
thick glossy stock, because I’d noticed that
the glossy paper was giving me headaches
with hot spots from lights.

The only problems with these home-
made backdrops were the seams. I can
register “tiled” photos with the best of
them, but the seams eventually show. A
little Photoshop magic quickly takes
them out.

Enter the Spray Bomb Technique
I had just watched the Jackson Pollard

biopic when I realized I had about 100' of

backdrops to go. From painting weeds as
trees, I had 30 or more spray cans of dif-
ferent shades of green, yellow, brown,
and blue. I had a can of blue latex paint
and a mountain of 4' x 8' foam core. I cut
a sheet into 16" wide sheets, and painted
them a basic blue.

The foam core curls when painted on
one side, so I painted both sides. It still
curls, but not as much, and it can be
straightened easily. Then I went to work
with the spray cans, using very short
bursts to suggest tree lines, valleys, shad-
ows, clouds, or anything else that struck
my fancy. I worked very fast, and was

never concerned with a “mistake” because
I could cover it on the next go around.

These are my “five-minute backdrops.”
Sometimes they worked, surprising me
with an evocative tree line or a mysteri-
ously shrouded valley. At other times,
they were disasters. So I just painted
over them with the basic blue. What had
I lost? A few minutes of time, and a few
pennies of paint. After a while, I learned
which strokes and which paints were
most effective.

In some cases, along the east wall, I
just spray-bombed the wall, rather than
foam core panels. This is the dividing
wall between the train room and the rest
of the garage. Here I just finished the
wall very smoothly with a skim coat,
recalling my college years as a “mudder,”
or a “dry wall artist.”

Scenery and Jeann-ery
It was about this stage that Jeanne

decided to join me. Over the next six
months, we made more progress on the
scenery than I had made in the past two
years. In the 1980s in Boston, Jeanne
was a stained-glass artist who produced
some noteworthy works and introduced
some innovative materials and 3-D
effects. But she had to quit for a medical
condition that made it hard to cut glass.

Her start in the hobby was rocky. She
tried to build an ambitious-looking barn
from matte board and found that, just like
glass, she couldn’t apply enough force to
cut the board cleanly. She tried to cut the
parts of one face of the Delmar feeder
bridge, and had the same problem.

Then she discovered building kits. I had
two of big Woodland Scenics city kits,
which she breezed through in a few
weeks, building interiors as she went
along. While I did the scratchbuilding, she
did the kitbashing, and the inventing. 

And then she tackled the tree problem.
An eastern setting requires lots of trees.
The few places I’d scenicked looked more
like the Albuquerque high desert. She
went out in the yard and harvested
sedum, yarrow, oregano, snakeweed, and
started to mass-produce the trees.

For her mid-career break, she’d
bought a greenhouse/florist shop. While
the break had been over for a few years,
she could still buy huge bags of fresh
lichen at about one-twentieth the cost of
stale lichen elsewhere.
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Photo 31 Here we are about to cross a model of one of the DelMar feeder bridges. It’s the entrance
to the second deck on the west wall of the layout. It’s the obscured back bridge. The front bridge is
based on one span of the Eads bridge in St. Louis, with the deck lowered to become a through arch.
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She invented other ways to scenick the
one nearly-vertical cliff on the nolix. I was
using a long photograph of a granite cliff.
It photographed well, but looked fake in
person. Many layouts have long vertical
cliffs which are hard to scenick convinc-
ingly. She found a way to do it quickly,
which she will describe in a later article.

Having a fresh, innovative mind look-
ing at the layout reaped so many innova-
tions in so many areas that we’ll have to
put them off for now. She looks at train
parts, such as fan screens for HO diesels,
and sees spark arrestors for N scale ships.
We have a suburban neighborhood,
tucked onto a shelf, with scale models of
every house we ever lived in. We have a
Little League ballpark, which she con-
ceived, researched, and built. And we had
a new concept for the railroad.

The Design Concept Becomes Real
When I started this layout, I felt a

generic PRR railroad that started at a
harbor, small at this conceptual stage,
and climbed into the mountains, would
be enough detail. Downtown would be
Downtown Anywhere, Somewhere.

I wasn’t thinking of prototypically mod-
eling any stretch of the real PRR. I had
no research on routes or scenic possibili-
ties. I’m a modeler, first and foremost,
not a PRR modeler. So I take liberties,
and so does Jeanne.

Jeanne argued that Downtown was
Washington Street, Boston. There would
be Jordan Marsh, Filene’s, the Orpheum
Theater, and other landmarks. There
would be shops representing the inter-
ests of our far-flung family. Bookshops,
pharmacies, delicatessens, men’s cloth-
ing stores, Superior Automotive, and a
thousand more.

She downloaded thousands of images
from the mid 1950s, and started with
2-D and 3-D interiors. She downloaded
banners and signs, and constructed the
signature look of all the stores.

She won. Downtown was Washington
Street, Boston. Now, what to do with the
fact that the PRR never made it much
past New York City to the northeast?

This took a long time, in Jeanne’s par-
ticular timeframe as it related to her new
interest. Jeanne was cranking out Boston
buildings at the rate of one per night,
with complete interiors.

OK, the PRR has acquired rights to

trackage, or the entire railroad, to
Portsmouth, NH, and perhaps further
north. The roundhouse and main yard
are in Epping, NH, a bit outside of
Portsmouth. All the bridges over the har-
bor are in Portsmouth, rather than a
generic PRR location in the mid-Atlantic.
Yes, we have a grade between
Portsmouth and Boston, which couldn’t
possibly exist, as both are at sea level.

So our route starts in Portsmouth, NH,
crosses Great Bay at sea level with a lift
bridge borrowed from the Cape Cod lift
bridge. We get to Boston, and cross the
harbor on the High Bridges, 135' above
sea level, and proceed west.

It’s little wild, a force-fit concept, but
it’s OK by me. After the high bridges,
there are no demanding operating chal-
lenges beyond making sure that the
switches are set correctly. Getting out of
the Greenfield yard is a little switching
challenge but, by the time you’ve climbed
that high, traffic from either direction is
relaxed. Or should I say sleepy?

We also get into a more image-barren
landscape – long, relaxed, and pleasing
straight runs. If your train made it up this
far, then you deserve the run up to
Westover. To be continued... z
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Photo 32 We’re crossing the DelMar High Bridge. That’s the Linear Accelerator in the middle left,
which we’ve just climbed past. Above the accelerator is deck three on the east wall. There is no
deck 2 on that wall. We’ll return, after a long while, going the other direction on the Eades Bridge,
just to the left of the DelMar.

The wall to the right is only a few inches away from the bridge. The bridges were supposed to be
a foot away from the wall, but I got lazy: it’s easier to build against the wall than free-standing. Live
and learn. I’ll probably Photoshop it out in the future.

Photo 33 This is the only “real tunnel” on the layout. The rock wall is removable, and has been
removed a number of times. There are hidden tracks a little further along.
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